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Competition Takes Place Between
Dormitories, Not Classes, to
Make it Informal
"Crew races this fall will take
place among dormitories rather than
among classes as in the last few
years," Captain Caroline Neill stated.
"This is a return to the Wellesley
tradition of making fall crew an in-
formal sport. Competition among
classes would make crew formal."
The shores of Lake Waban will be
thronged Thursday afternoon, No-
vember 7, at 3:45, cheering for the
dormitory crewites who have been
chosen for their skill and endurance.
The crew rowing for Norumbega and
Munger consists of:
B. Jean Brownell '36
2. Elizabeth Flanders '38
3. Lucille Lesch '37
4. Anne Coyle '36
5. Dorothy Chinnock '36
6. Elizabeth May '36
7. Margaret Breen '38
S. Caroline Neill '36
C. Elisabeth AtanasofT '38
Sub. Marion Cook '38
Tower group:
B. Georgia Thomson '36
2. Jean Murchie '38
3. Estelle Edelman '36
4. Harriet Olzendam '36
5. Dorothy Raymond '36
6. Janette Poster "37
7. Eva Wallen '38
S. Elizabeth Turner '38
C. Mary Simpson '37







B Ruth Winsor '37
2. Miriam Swaffleld '38
3. Helen Deane '38
4. Louise Yawger '36
5. Priscilla Fall '38
6. Marjorie Soltmann '38
7. Elaine Meaker '36
S. Mary Louise Bass '37
C. Natalie Gordon '38




(Continued on Page 7, Col. 3)
French Stay On Fence
Declares de Messieres
William Rose Benet. poet, editor and
critic, will give the last of the Poets'
readings for this year on November 4.
It will not be his first visit; he came
on Miss Bates' invitation, and gave
great pleasure, in 1922, and has not
since been here; his brother, Stephen
Ben6t, read from John Broiun's Body
in 1931.
The publication this summer of se-
lections from Mr. Bengfs poetry gath-
ered from all his volumes of verse un-
der the title of Golden Fleece (Dodd
Mead and Co.) was a happy reminder
of the variety of poetry which he has
written in his career, from Merchants
of Cathay in 1912 to Man Possessed in
1927 (a selection of his previously pub-
lished work containing new poems
also)
.
Mr. Benet, three years after grad-
uating from Yale (Sheffield Scientific
school) . went to work for the Century
Magazine, and continued on its edi-
torial staff till 1917, when he entered
the air service, in which he served for
some time as a ground officer. In
1920 he joined Christopher Morley and
Henry Seidel Canby, his friend from
undergraduate days, starting the Lit-
erary Review of the New York Evening
Post, and in 1924 the same group start-
ed the Saturday Review of Literature
with which they have all been con-
nected ever since. Mr. Ben6t conducts
the page dealing with new poetry,
"The Phoenix Nest."
The reading will take place in Pen-
dleton hall at 4:45 p. m. Late comers
should, if possible, enter by the upper
(third floor) doors to avoid disturbing
speaker and audience.
ANNOUNCES ELECTION
OF PHI BETA KAPPAS
President Ellen F. Pendleton an-
nounced the new Phi Beta Kappa
members in chapel Monday morning,
October 28. They are:









Because they attained the standard
required by the Phi Beta Kappa so-
ciety on the basis of their marks
through their junior year, this group
is known as the "junior Phi Betes".
The next group of members will lie
elected after midyear examinations.
Contrary to custom, two sophomore
Phi Beta Kappa prizes were awarded,
since the records of the two girls.
Ruth Goodman and Emily Marks,
were practically the same. The prac-
tice is not, however, a permanent
change in the custom.
The Italo-Ethiopian crisis puts
France in a very awkward position,
Monsieur Ren6 E. de Messieres ex-
plained when asked the French atti-
tude toward the present situation.
"It is as though your brother had
committed une grande betise," he
added; "you cannot very well approve
of his action, and yet you dislike to
censure him for it." France is of
course related to Italy by ties of blood,
language, and culture.
Because of this close relationship,
France's disapproval of Mussolini's ac-
tion is somewhat attenuated, making
itself felt strongly in some circles and
not so much in others. There is a
small group of Fascist sympathizers,
counting not more than 10,000 or 15,-
000, "who wear blue shirts or some-
thing," but they are considered un-
important. In fact, the very word
"Fascist" is used loosely in France; it
is hurled by one party at another
merely as a term of general deroga-
tion.
More worthy of consideration as a
group whose beliefs lead them to be
more tolerant of Italy's action is the
Croix de Feu, an organization of
World War veterans. While not
united by a definite philosophy like
that of the Nazis, they are nevertheless
(Continued on Page 7, Col, 2)
GUESSERS TRY SKILL
AT NEW BEAN CONTEST
Not content with tempting people
to attend the swimming pool car-
nival with promises of entertainment
at the expense of members of the
faculty and offers of multitudinous
surprises and thrills, the carnival
committee now announces a super
gigantic colossal stupendous bean-
guessing contest. Anyone may enter
—there are no age limits, no prere-
quisite training, no special require-
ments.
From Monday, November 4, to Sat-
urday, November 9, the bottle of
beans may be found in the A. A.
office between the hours of 8:30 -
11:30 and 1:30 - 4:30, and by paying
the trifling sum of one cent ($.01) you
may have one guess. The last chance
to guess will be at the carnival Sat-
urday night. The prize will be a
brand new Wright and Ditson tennis
racket or, if you don't play tennis,
one dozen golf balls of the best
quality.
"May the Lord keep you safe from
Ghosties and Ghoulies"
Accompanied by the rustle of
many a sheet of examination
paper, the ghosts of the academic
world will flutter about the campus
this evening. The gloomy wraiths
of Generals, past and present; the
little ghostlets of the roll-calls
that never took place; and hag-
gard, hollow-eyed final-paper spec-
ters that haunt the English com-
position office all year and can
only sneak out on Hallowe'en
—
they'll all be here.
Don't be startled if you feel
them brush by you in the libe to-
night; that's their happy haunt-
ing-ground. A:«ci above all don't
speak gruffly to them. You might
make the mistake of insulting your
own General, and ghosts, you know,




Actor as well as singer, Lawrence
Tibbett will bring something new in
the way of concerts to the stage of
Alumnae hall, Wednesday, November
6. This will be the famous baritone's
first appearance in Wellesley. Al-
though he made his first success at
the Metropolitan Opera house, Mr.
Tibbett claims that the concert stage
affords him the most gratification,
because there "I can do my own in-
dividual interpretations in my own
particular way. And I quickly learn
whether my audience approves or
not."
The majority of Mr. Tibbett's audi-
ences must approve, because ovations
have awaited him everywhere that
he has sung. After singing twenty
songs, it is not uncommon for him
to be recalled for more. His ability
to color tone exactly to fit the mean-
ing of the word makes his English
songs especially enjoyable. There is
usually a fine selection of French,
Italian, and German art songs as
well on his programs. Mi*. Tibbett
is the only singer who gives the song
with a scene or a story in it in his
recitals.
Music in America, Mr. Tibbett be-
lieves, is undergoing a gradual change,
and is slowly being transformed into
a native organism. There is still no
body of music literature which may
be said to be unmistakably American,
but the day is coming when Ameri-
can culture will be crystallized defi-
nitely. The universal appeal of mo-
tion pictures and of the radio will
assist in this, for it takes the sup-
port of music from the hands of the
few and places it with the general
public. When this occurs, the Ameri-
can singer will come into his rightful
estate.
This is expected to be one of the
most popular concerts of this series,
for to hear Lawrence Tibbett in the




Consult Miss Elizabeth M. Osborne
and learn how to make a favorable
impression on your prospective em-
ployer. Miss Osborne, who comes to
Wellesley in the capacity of con-
sultant on dress and personal ap-
pearance under the auspices of the
Personnel bureau, will give a series
of lectures and conferences during
her week's stay at college beginning
November 4. She will lecture on
the various aspects of dress and per-
sonal appearance at the following
times
:
November 4—7:15 at Alumnae hall.
November 5—4:40 at Pendleton hall.
November 6—4:40 at Pendleton
hall.
Her subject on November 7 will be
Personal Appearance and the Job and
(Continued on Page 8, Col. 5)
The events of the past week relat-
ing to the Italo-Ethiopian situation
have been few, but there has been
much discussion going on among the
capitals of the powers chiefly con-
cerned. The atmosphere, which last
week had cleared considerably, clouded
again during the latter part of the
week and renewed tension was every-
where felt. The important role which
the United States is unwittingly play-
ing in the controversy was brought
out clearly by comments on the reply
of this country to the League of Na-
tions communication.
Progress of the War
There has been a definite lull in
movements of Italian troops in
Ethiopia, whether from military diffi-
culties or awaiting the outcome of
negotiations in progress, it is im-
possible to say. It is generally ex-
pected that the Italian campaign will
be renewed with vigor this week in
view of the failure of negotiations.
The army of the north is aimed at
the fortress of Makale, where it is
expected that Ethiopians will put up
a fairly stiff resistance. A number of
chieftains in advance of the line of
the northern army, according to re-
ports, have already submitted cann-
ing Italian influence some miles in
advance of actual occupation.
The southern army has split into
three main columns and is making
progress toward Gorhahai, the strong-
hold which, if taken, will bring Ital-
ians within striking distance of the
railroad leading to Addis Ababa.
Geneva
The sanctions which were voted by
the League some time ago, ending
Italian exports to League members,
forbidding the export of key raw ma-
terials to Italy, and providing for a
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 1)
HUMAN EYE NOW SEES
"WHISKERS" ON STAR
Professor John C. Duncan, profes-
sor of astronomy, in a recent address
to his fellow astronomers at Toronto,
illustrated the possibilities of seeing
the invisible through improvements
in the surface of the telescope mir-
ror. His latest photographs of the
constellation Lyra show the diameter
of its nebula to be about a trillion
miles wider than was formerly cal-
culated. Because the light-gathering
surface of the mirror was coated
with aluminum, this immense circle
of nebulae (shells of tenuous gas
surrounding hot suns) can be seen
by the human eye in photograph.
The ring of light, which its discov-
erer unflatteringly called "whiskers,"
can never be perceptible directly be-




Signers Advocate Law's Repeal;
Claim Oath Might Hinder
Freedom Of Thought
INSULTS THEIR LOYALTY
Wellesley 's faculty members, in-
cluding any anarchists, communists,
or other revolutionaries who may be
cloaking their dire plots under a
guise of patriotism, signed an oath
of allegiance last Thursday—under
protest. The protest follows:
"In taking the oath of allegiance
prescribed by the recent act of the
legislature of Massachusetts (Acts and
Resolves, 1935. chapter 370), we, the
undersigned, members of the faculty
of Wellesley College, desire to record
our objections.
"We feel that the requirement of the
oath is an unwarranted reflection
upon the patriotism of the teachers
of the Commonwealth. We do not
believe that true loyalty to the state
and nation can be created or assured
by such a method. Despite the pro-
vision in the statute guaranteeing
freedom of thought and speech (Sec-
tion 2A), we are concerned lest in
some cases the oath may be em-
ployed to impair that full liberty of
inquiry and instruction in schools and
colleges which is essential to the
promotion of knowledge.
"We concur with President Conant
of Harvard University in regarding
the oath as 'unnecessary, unwise, and
unfortunate,' and we advocate the
immediate repeal of the law."
Professor Edward E. Curtis of the
history department drew up the pre-
ceding document to which the mem-
bers of the Wellesley faculty affixed
their signatures at the last Academic
council meeting convened by Presi-
dent Pendleton. In registering these
objections the faculty voted unani-
mously that they be placed upon the
official minutes of the council and
recommended that a copy of them be
sent to the commissioner of educa-
tion of Massachusetts.
Professor Curtis attended the hear-
ing held at the state house last spring
at which Miss Pendleton and other
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 3)
HATHAWAY GIVES TEA
FOR TENTH BIRTHDAY
Hathaway House is ten years old this
year, and the Trustees of the bookshop
are giving a tea on Sunday afternoon,
November third, to celebrate the anni-
versary. Members and friends, past
and present, are invited to visit the
bookshop, inspect the improvements
made during the summer, look over the
array of new books, and enjoy the
Birthday Cake. The Trustees who
represent the interests of the college
on the Hathaway House board are:
President Pendleton, Miss Orvis, Miss
Knapp. Miss Crocker, Miss Caroline
Neill, Mr. Walter Hunnewell. Those
representing the town of Wellesley are
Mr. Benjamin Guernsey, Mr. Myron
Fierce, Mr. Winslow Webber. Come
and meet them! The hours are from
four to six o'clock.
Hope For Peace Rests
Mainly In Discussion
The question of justification of
Italy's actions is the point on which
Italy should be judged, in the opinion
of Professor Thomas Hayes Procter.
As a philosopher the impersonal and
more objective point of view appeals to
him, although he prefaced the remark
with a warning that as an Englishman
he might be biased. Italy's claim is
based on the example of past history,
which is the example of force, but if
we grant that claim, there will never
be anything new in the world and
wrong in the past will generate wrong
in the future.
But the situation today is different
from what it has been before, since
the League of Nations exists, and both
Italy and Ethiopia are members. Italy
has rejected the League and appealed
to force. England claims that she is
supporting the League in her con-
demnation of Italy. Her sincerity has
been questioned by those who point out
that her own interests are also in-
volved. It is. however, possible that
duty and an interest may coincide.
The League of Nations is the only
institution that permits real open dis-
cussion of conflicts, and is an attempt
to bring reason into the international
situation. It is the only organization
that represents the common interests




Editors Foresee Flood of Orations by
Special Interests to Fire False
Patriotism and Cause War
(ACP) —Armed with a complete un-
derstanding of the origins of war, and
of the methods used to embroil the
United States in the last great war,
American college editors are giving
notice that they will not be so easily
led into rah-rah jingoism in the event
of future conflict.
Probably no news of the last few
years has received the attention being
given Italo-Ethiopian dispute by the
college press, and a count made by
the Associated Collegiate press shows
that denunciation of war has been the
No. 1 subject for editorial comment
for the past several weeks.
"With the Italian-Ethiopian conflict
well under way and war and devasta-
tion following in the wake of the
Italian advance," says the Brown
Daily Herald, "it is noticeable that as
yet there has been little propaganda
in the way of pictures, feature articles
and editorials which are aimed at
turning American opinion and emo-
tions one way or the other.
"At the same time there are . . .
editorials and radio programs devoted
to instructing the populace. The
saneness of this policy is not chal-
lenged by anyone but the militarists."
The Illinois College Rambler poses
a question: "Are you ready to go
away to war, are you willing to grab
a flag, succumb to the hysteria of
band-playing and marching feet, and
die on a distant battle field, a 'hero'
who gave his life for a 'glorious'
cause?
"Neither am I.
"We know about War, you and I.
"In 1914 our relationship and atti-
tude toward the militants of Central
Europe did differ greatly from those
of today," says the Middlebury Cam-
pus. "It is true that munitions mak-
ers have been highly publicized in
(Continued on Page 8, Col, 2)
ITALO-ETHIOPIA SURVEY
(Continued from rage 1, Col. 3)
scheme of compensation among co-
operating League members, take effect
today, October 31. The embargo on
credit extension to Italy took effect
last Tuesday.
Great Britain vs. Italy
Italy, as a means of lessening ten-
sion with Great Britain, withdrew
15,000 men from Libya, last week, and
looked hopefully to Britain to with-
draw a part of her fleet from the
Mediterranean. Britain, however,
made no response, and her actions
this week indicate a stiffened resis-
tance to Italy's aggression. A British
general election has been called for
November 14 for the purpose of ask-
ing the electorate for a mandate to
increase British armaments, and
Stanley Baldwin urged that the navy
be modernized because the brunt of
any blockade will fall upon Britain.
France's Stand
Prance, whose position has worried
Britain, agreed to apply all League
sanctions on condition that she re-
ceive four days' notice in which to
put them into effect.
United States' Reply
In reply to a message sent by the
League, October 21, reviewing steps
it had taken in the dispute, the
United States on October 26 indi-
cated that she would continue to ex-
ert moral influence but was not ready
to take a more definite stand. Express-
ing her sympathy with the efforts of
other nations to preserve the peace,
she nevertheless did not join in those
efforts.
Opinions on this noncommittal re-
ply vary, some holding that the
President has done all he legally can
to back up the League, and others
pointing out that the President can
find authority In the phrase "imple-
ments of war" in the Neutrality pro-
clamation to Congress to back up
the League. That the United States
can, by continuing trade with Italy,





. . and what is the use of a book,"
thought Alice, "without pictures or
conversations?" Evidently the archi-
tect of Claflin was fond of Alice, and
since we usually try to be like the
people of whom we are fond, he prob-
ably said to himself,
"And what is the use of a dormitory
with conversations but no pictures?"
And so he proceeded to design the
brightly painted wooden figures from
Alice in Wonderland that now adorn
the living room of Claflin.
At least Mrs. Chadderdon, house-
mother of the dormitory, informs us
that the figures were "the whim of the
architect," and she can offer no more
concrete information on the subject,
except that figures from popular
stories are a suitable feature for the
collegiate Gothic architecture of out-
buildings.
The genial architect (he must have
been genial if he loved Alice) started
a fad in Claflin. A girl who lived in
the dormitory presented Mrs. Chadder-
don with ten or fifteen Alice in Won-
derland figurines, which now adorn
the house-mother's bookcase. The fig-
ures are of plaster on a wire frame,
and Mrs. Chadderdon learned that
though they could once be bought in
Oxford, they are no longer being made.
There is another set of them in the
Cleveland museum.
Another aspect of Claflin's Alice in
Wonderland fad consists of a play
based on the book which the girls put
on every other year. This year Alice
will live again on the boards of Claflin
—if the Duchess, annoyed with the
production, doesn't lean down from
her carved and painted dignity on the
balcony and cry,
"Off with their heads!"
But having these figures to study,
the girls should play the parts so per-





The whole of the English-speak-
ing world is commemorating the
400th anniversary of the printed
English Bible during this month and
next. In honor of this celebration,
the Wellesley College library has ar-
ranged an exhibit whose chief points
of interest will be the historic trans-
lations of the Bible. A complete set
of title-pages and sample leaves in
facsimile will be on display in the
Treasure Room.
In the south exhibition hall may be
found a copy of the first edition of
The Paraphrase of Erasmus Upon the
Nerve Testament. London, 1548-49, and
a collection of translations and metri-
cal versions of the Psalms, including
The Whole Booke of Psalmes Collect-
ed into English Meeter by T. Stern-
hold and others, London, 1629; The
Psalmes of David, Translated into
Lyrick Verse by George Wither, Im-
printed in the Neatherlands, 1632; The
Psalms of David, Imitated in the Lan-
guage of the Neiu Testament, London
1719, by Isaac Watts; and two Ameri-
can publications, Cotton Mather's
Psalterium Americanum, Boston, 1718
and The New England Psalter, Boston,
1774.
The influence of the English Bible
upon English literature is a large
subject. There have been many
writers of poetry and prose who have
drawn inspiration from the Bible and
(Continued on Page 7, Col. 2)
MUSEUM EXHIBITS TEXTILES
The American Federation of Arts
has lent to the college collection of
Coptic and Peruvian textiles belong-
ing to George Hewitt Myers, Director
of the Textile Museum of the Dis-
trict of Columbia. This collection will
be on exhibition in the college Art
museum for ten days from November
4 through November 16.
Introducing!
The Wellesley Peace group has been
formed for the purpose of stimulating
thought, discussion, and action on the
question of peace. One of the group's
first objectives is to circulate the
People's Mandate to the Governments
through the college. This interest-
ing questionnaire is being circulated
throughout many European countries
as well as in the United States.
We are under no illusions that this
mandate will result in the disappear-
ance of wars as an instrument of for-
eign policy, but we feel that it may do
something to crystallize public opinion
so that its influence will be felt upon
the governments of the world. The
mandate "contains some very contro-
versial issues. If anyone should care
to send in her opinions on the man-
date, they will be printed in the next
issue.
The petition reads as follows: "To
meet the present threat of complete
world chaos, we demand that our gov-
ernment, having renounced war in the
Kellogg-Briand pact, stop immediately
all increase of armaments and of
armed forces." It goes on to demand
that our government use the existing
machinery for peaceful settlement of
present conflicts, secure a world treaty
for immediate settlement of present
conflicts, and secure international
agreements founded on recognition of
world interdependence to end the eco-
nomic anarchy which breeds war. This
is certainly an ambitious program, but
worthy of the endorsement of all col-
lege students.
Student Compliments Italian Youth Give
Oar Me_nAnd Scenery
, , p^ Ardent^
Editorial Contest
The Committee on Militarism in
Education announces an editorial writ-
ing contest, open to all undergradu-
ates, on the subject, Why Congress
Should Pass the Nye-Kvale Amend-
ment. A typed copy of the editorial,
together with a clipping of the edi-
torial as published locally, must be
mailed to the committee on or before
January 3, 1936.
There are three prizes, consisting
respectively of $50, $30, and $20. The
editorials should be from 800 to 1200
words long.
Contestants should submit their
editorials to the News by Saturday,
December 7. The paper judged to be
the best by the News editorial board
will be printed in the issue of Decem-
ber 12.
Further details of the contest, as
well as material on the Nye-Kvaie
amendment, are posted on the board
outside room 136, Green hall.
"American men are kindly and
sweet to women. They spoil you
because they are always ready to
please." This is the opinion ad-
vanced by Yvonne Leroux, a gradu-
ate student from Paris. Miss Le-
roux admitted that she was preju-
diced against Americans till she met
some at Oxford. "All the Ameri-
cans I have met have been adorable
to me," she said, smiling. She
thinks American girls are much more
friendly and willing to help than
European girls are.
Miss Leroux, who has been to
schools in Paris and Oxford, is in
a position to compare them with
Wellesley. She thinks girls in this
country desire a wider range of
knowledge than girls of other coun-
tries. "I hate specialization," she
said. "I prefer the wide range and
could never go into any one subject
thoroughly."
Among the subjects she is study-
ing is Biblical history. "We don't
have a chance at it in France. It
is useful in understanding the Eng-
lish literature and people. I don't
think you really can understand the
English or Americans without the
Bible," she remarked.
Literature, music, and art are
most interesting to her—especially
painting, which is her father's chief
interest.
"The girls here seem to work very
hard," she said, and then added,
"or at least they fuss a lot about
it! In France, girls either work very
hard or barely at all. There is no
happy medium. They can't have fun
and get degrees, too. That is why
(Continued on Page 7, Col. 2)
INDOOR SPORTS OFFER
NEW, OLD ACTIVITIES
All indoor activities, with the ex-
ception of voluntary indoor basketball,
will begin on Monday, November 11.
This date should interest all classes.
Freshmen and sophomores may take
voluntary activities in addition to their
required work. Juniors and seniors
are particularly urged to come out and
stretch their weary limbs.
Fencing is being offered as a volun-
tary sport this year. Miss Harriet L.
Clarke will again be in charge of fenc-
ing and advanced gymnastics, and ad-
vanced tap will be conducted by Miss
Elizabeth Beall; Miss Elinor Schroeder,
Miss Jean Harris, and Miss Clarke will
teach elementary tap; while Miss
Schroeder will continue to teach Folic
dancing. Miss Harris and Miss Char-
lotte MacEwan will conduct classes in
modern dance in the ballroom in
Alumnae hall. Individual gymnastics
and restricted activities will be under
the supervision of Miss Katharine
Wells. Miss Clarke. Miss Harris. Miss
(Continued on Page 6. Col. 4)
"KINGS OF ISRAEL"





Mr. Yves Chardon and Mr. Howard
Hinners of the department of mu I
will give a cello and piano recital in
Billings hall on Sunday afternoon.
November third, at 3 o'clock. The pro-
gram is as follows:
Sonata in A minor. Opits 40 Baellmann
Sonata No. 5 iji E minor Vivaldi
Sonata No. 1 in E minor Brahms
Miss Runkle Doubts
Neutrality Of U. S.
It is unlikely that the United States
can remain neutral in the event of a
general war precipitated by the Italo-
Ethiopian controversy. Such was the
conclusion reached by a group of In-
ternational Relations club members.
Friday, October 25, after listening to a
pro and con discussion of the question
"Can the United States Remain
Neutral?" by Miss Elizabeth Runkle of
the political science department. The
alternative to neutrality is co-opera-
tion with the League of Nations.
Regardless of the practical difficulties
of remaining neutral, however, "Re-
cent events," according to Miss Runkle,
"would seem to indicate that the
United States is taking all possible
steps to remain neutral."
History shows that in 1812 and 1917,
the United States, despite the best in-
tentions, was drawn into war while
attempting to protect its rights as a
neutral country. Recently the signing
of the Kellogg pact, the existence of
the League of Nations, both of which
define the aggressor, make neutrality
an even more untenable position. The
United States is in the peculiar situa-
tion of declaring morally that one of
the warring nations is the aggressor
while continuing to treat both as equals
in trade and other relations.
The United States in its attempt to
remain neutral at the present time is
inviting trouble by supplying Italy with
the products on which the League has
declared an embargo. United States
trade with Italy has increased despite
the embargo on arms and munitions
contained in the Neutrality proclama-
tion of October 6. Miss Runkle stated
that there is no legal way in which
the President can co-operate further
with the League, by placing an em-
bargo on other products, until Congress
meets in January.
Preceding Miss Runkle's speech.
Marie Ragonetti '35, who last summer
received a part scholarship given by
Wellesley organizations to study in
Geneva, discussed her impressions of
Geneva and her experiences as a stu-
dent at ii>" Zimmerman school.
CIRCULO ITALIANO MEETING
FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 1. 7:30
AT Z. A.
ALL CLASSES INVITED
i in is iIip first in ii series of articles on
south Movements in Europe written par
ticularly for the News and the Associated
CoIlcRiatc Press by Jonathan B. Binfthani.
chairman of the Yule Daily News, who ha
iu • returned from an extensive tour "f the
Continent on nn assignment from the New
York Hern lil-Tril>une.— Editor.
The Italian youth has but two ideas
in mind, to become a soldier and to
follow Mussolini. At least that is the
case with five million boys and girls
who belong to the great Fascist youth
movement, the National Balilla Institu-
tion, for their motto is "Today Balil-
las. tomorrow soldiers, always Fas-
cists." And there is ample evidence
that they believe heart and soul in
that motto.
There is nothing spontaneous about
the Italian youth movement, entirely
imposed from above as it is, and with
every other organization suppressed
The control is in Rome, ostensibly in
an executive committee, but actually
in the hands of one Renato Ricci, a
young man himself, who is responsible
only to Mussolini. Regional and local
committees carry the orders down to
the individual groups of boys and girls,
these being organized into boys from
ten to fourteen and from fourteen to
eighteen, and girls of the same ages.
Although membership is not com-
pulsory, the privileges Which accrue
to members and the social pressure
brought to bear on non-members and
their parents has made the growth
3f the organization prodigious, a mil-
lion and a half in the last two years
to a total of over half the youth of
the country. The Fascists claim a unit
in every village, no matter how small,
throughout Italy.
While the girls in thp movement
I are proud to consider themselves as
i mothers of future soldiers, militarism
is already a reality to the boys. As
the visitor is shown through a
"Balilla House," or movement club-
house, his youthful guides will dis-'
play the greatest pride in the arsenal,
a formidable array of rifles and
machine-guns that are far from toys.
The effort to make war seem glori-
ous to these children is further seen
in the provision of motorcycles and
other equipment that are naturally
exciting and attractive.
Perhaps the most appalling aspect
of it all is that, although undoubted-
ly every young boy is envious of his
elder brothers on the way to Abys-
sinia, militarism is to him not so
(Continued on Page 8, Col. 4)
TEACHER DESCRIBES WORK
The Wellesley College Teachers'
association is sponsoring a lecture by
"Ella Enslow" (Mrs. Lena Davis
Murray), in the auditorium of Pen-
dleton hall, Saturday afternoon, No-
vember 2, at 2:30. This vivid speaker
will give a dramatic and authentic
account of. her work among under-
privileged children in the Appala-
chians. Students are urged, for their
own interest and benefit, to attend
the lecture, entitled "Schoolhouse in
the Foothills."
Carrie's Cogitations
"Honestly, Sylvester, I have to go
to the Libe—
"
W E L L E S L E Y COLLEGE NEWS
THE PEREGRINATING PRESS
A student of Wellesley, engagedto an aspiring Ph.D., much to
the distaste of her family, received
two telegrams from her fiance the
other day. The first one read,
"Change word—stop—h to K—stop."
Feeling a premonition of good news,
she hastily opened the other missive
and read, "Just got Harvard instruc-
torship. Stop. Big hisses in order."
• • •
THE complexity of philosophy ap-
peared too much for the profes-
sor who asked his class, "How many
halves are there?" He got a prompt
answer from a student who solved
the dilemma by answering, "Two."
• *
THE choir slouched in their seats
as they started to sing a spright-
ly tune. "I want some expression
of joy," said the leader, "and all I
get is deep-seated misery."
• • •
PERRY smiled to hear one girl's
father, who was feting his
daughter at a dinner at Seller's, say
to the waitress, "Bring us three
Martinis."
• •
BEING a member of the fourth
estate himself. Perry really appre-
ciated the headline a journalism stu-
dent found in a London paper the
other day. The article, about a na-
tional economic problem, had in large
italics the caption: "Where Will
the Money Come from?" Then un-
derneath in small print came the
answer: "from our special correspon-
dent."
• • •
AND right now Perry would like
to know the truth about the
A. A. trip to Holyoke. Only yes-
terday he overheard a sophomore
asking her gym instructor what
speedball was. And when Miss
Schroeder replied with the vague
generality that it was a fine game,
the girl looked annoyed and re-
torted, "I know, but how do you
play it?" It seems that this ath-
lete with several others has been
delegated to play speedball at Hol-
yoke this week, and none of them
have ever heard of the game before.
Frankly, Perry asks if that isn't get-
ting free tea under false pretenses.
• a •
ALSO Perry hates to admit that
already football season cuts are
causing teachers to resort to veiled
jibes. How else can he interpret
the remark of an economics teacher
who, in order to clarify a point,
suggested to the pupil, "Pretend
you're not at Wellesley; pretend you're
working."
• • •
PERRY was shocked to hear that
male invaders were demoralizing
Wellesley classrooms. In a Bible
class Saturday, just as Miss Smith
was describing how Moses got the
ten commandments, ghostly but
definitely masculine voices issued from
the ventilator, muttering something
that sounded like, "Get some cards and
we'll play poker."
• • •
BUT at other times the pressman
feels quite proud of members
of his sex. While he was strolling
along Central street last Saturday
eve., he saw the Wellesley Hills bus
stop in front of the Quad. Two
shadowy silhouettes climbed aboard,
then a second later jumped out
again and dashed for the house. The
bus patiently waited till they re-
turned. It seems the girls paused
to ask each other how they'd signed
out and discovered that they'd both
carefully filled out brown slips and
left them on their desks. Lucky
girls who found, all in one, a gen-
tleman and a bus man!
• • •
PERRY feels that perhaps the de-
pression isn't so bad after all.
Under the heading of Assets, an
economics instructor listed pants,
instead of patents.
elected a junior Phi Bete she replied,
"Junior Phi Bete! Why. she's smart
enough to be a senior Phi Bete."
» «
A ND speaking of Phi Betes, one girl
*» was about to telegraph home
that she "made Phi Bete." but her
friends quickly admonished her.
"Don't say that, they'll think you
mean a fraternity man."
• • •
IT IGHER education note: the di-
1 1 minutive Negro who two weeks
ago displayed such an interest in the
activities of the senior art students
working in the Fine Arts museum,
appeared again last week, this time
equipped with a stubby pencil and a
sheet of lined tablet paper. Settling
himself on a camp stool at the very
spot where he had previously noticed
Perry's friend, he began amid much
pencil-chewing and erasing to make
a not-very-quiCK-sketch of one My-
cerinus.
PERRY wondered about a girl
whom he overheard asking a
friend, "What's Ginny's last name?"
"Ginny who?" was the friend's
answer.
A ND speaking of experiments in ex-
** perimental psych, one instructor
suggested that the students take a





'33 Rebecca Shaw to John Calvin
Stevens II. University of Pennsyl-
vania '32.
'35 Martha E. Hathaway to Her-
bert F. Plass.
'35 Doris McGee to A. R. Grau-
stein, Jr.
'34 Jane Busteed to Richard Beckett
Fant.
'34 Sue Potter to Richard W. Vilter.
'33 Jane Loomis to Frank Parker
Bartlett, Jr.
'33 Rosamond Alliger to Marlin R.
Wolf.
BORN
To Virginia Brnnton Larsson, ex-
'35, a son, on October 20, 1935.
Bemerkcn Sie, Biltc!
Geehrte Studentenschaft! Der
deutsche Verein ladet herzlich alle
diejenige ein, die irgend eine Lust
fiir deutsche Gemutlichkeit und
fur die deutsche Sprache haben, zu
einem Studentenabend im Shakes-
peare Haus am Freitag, den ersten
November, urn 7:30. Irene Gott-
helf, deutsche Austausch-Studentin
von der Universitat Berlin, wild
mis von der deutschen Jugend und
von den 1936 Olympics erzahlen.
Danach werden wir viele lustige
Studenten und Soldaten-Lieder
.singen. und zwar nicht nur "eine
Tasse Tee, Schokolade und Kaffee
und ein Glaschen Wein" singen,
sondern auch etwas davon pro-
bieren—wenigstens Kaffee und
Kuchen! So kommt ihr alle!
College Teams Play
Against Mt. Holyoke
True to the theory that all work
and no play makes Jill a dull girl,
the dignified scholars of three New
England colleges threw care to the
winds Saturday, which was Play day
at Mount Holyoke college. The idea
proved to be a great success, if the
enthusiastic reports of athletically-
minded students from Wellesley,
Wheaton and Mount Holyoke are
correct.
At a delightful luncheon in the his-
toric Mount Holyoke inn, the col-
lege representatives were given an
opportunity to get acquainted with
their "playmates." while their coach-
es, decorated with corsages in honor
of the occasion, sat at a table in the
center of the room. The girls were
put into groups of three, one from
each college, and wore arm bands
to indicate their alma mater.
In the afternoon, various teams
were made up from girls of all three
colleges, and they progressed from one
sport to another. Some girls had




Ex-'36 Betty Ann Luther to Mr.
John Kingery. Dartmouth '35.
Ex-'36 Dorothy Floyd to Mr. Paul
Magnuson, Dartmouth '34.
Ex- '36 Janet Burbank to Mr. Con-








Dance-music favorites in Boston's
tavorile place to dance
. . . the
iSTATLER
DINNER DANCING
in the DINING ROOM
SUPPER DANCING
in the SALLE MODERNE
Every Night Except Sunday
HOTEL
STATLER
W HEN Perry told a friend of hisabout a girl who had been
MARTINO BEAUTY SHOP
Associated with Martino Sanitary Barber Shop
In separate room in charge of ANTHONY
Beauty Culture Expert
Dictate by the latest fashion—how French Swirl Cut with
ringlet ends and custom permanent and finger wave to suit
your personality.
Shampoo tint and bleaching done in the latest manner.
SPECIAL
Recondition Oil Shampoo and Finger Wave
$1.00
For appointment call Wellesley 1371
540 Washington Street Wellesley Square
had never taken, but it was a lot of
fun learning it, they said. Archery,
speed ball, volley ball, tennis, and
hockey were the sports offered.
Wheaton was a .jump ahead of Wel-
lesley with her varsity hockey team,
but the girls all co-operated well.
Those who attended Play day from
Wellesley were: from the faculty,
Miss Elinor Schroeder and Professor
Ruth Elliott; from the student body,
Kitty Menton '36, Florence White-
head '36, Anne Jennings '36, Harriet
Qua '36, Virginia Safford '36, Mar-
garet Butsch '36. Helen Chase '36,
Norma Stern '37, Lois Connell "37.
June Tienken '37, Marguerite Crolius
'37, Betty Smith '37. Mary Alden si.
Beatrice Weaver '37. Mariatta Tower
'37, Ruth Hinrichs '38, Dorothy Wal-
ton '38, Caroline Strater '38, Phyllis
Hawthorne. "38, Marjory Morgan '38,
Mary Ganoe '38, Mary Taylor '38,
Margery Anderson '39, Kathleen Kiley

























































Monday and Tuesday, November 4th and 5th





558 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.
Shoiving 1.00 P. M. to 10.00 P. M.
Featuring imported real Shetland for
Brooks sweaters and tweeds to match . . .
Cashmeres... and our famous French yarns.























































^ea^on i? or] /
.... Fredleys, famous for their dash-
ing and sophisticated formals, are
again ready. Lames, velvets, mate-
lasses, satins, all in a sparkling col-
lection of frocks that will thrill you.
Priced to suit you from the most
exciting of creations to the most
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LET THERE BE SPEECH!
If we were poetically inclined, we
would undoubtedly write an ode be-
wailing the loss of free speech in
America. Not being so gifted, how-
ever, all we can do is write an editorial,
the contents of which will probably be
considered either exaggerated or im-
pertinent, to the small minority who
are not altogether indifferent.
Several years ago, professors and
students were blamed for being aca-
demic non-entities, entirely enclosed
within their world of books and
theories. They had few opinions about
current topics, and what ideas they
did have were held to be impractical
and harmless. To-day, however, it is
generally acknowledged that the aca-
demic viewpoint about world affairs
is basically sound, being the result of
thought superimposed on fact, and
those in legislative positions are
frankly worried.
No longer may a professor express
his personal political views freely be-
fore a class of students old enough to
evaluate his ideas for themselves. We
have noticed in the past month an
increasing timidity among the faculty,
a growing tendency to straddle the
fence of political and social opinion,
and a disposition to evade any direct
question which might commit them to
taking sides. And it is not that the
faculty do not possess striking and
worth-while opinions. Their silence is
not the result of lack of ideas; It is the
product of over-discretion dictated by
circumstances.
Personally, in view of recent events,
we can not blame the faculty for their
discretion and prudence. If we were
in danger of being reprimanded, or
even punished more severely, for every
statement we made which might be
construed to mean radicalism, we, too,
would keep our ideas to ourselves and
expound them only in the bosom of
our family. In fact, we might not
even talk there, for who can tell when
our youngest child may repeat our
words in school, and suddenly a rumor
is circulated that Professor So-and-so
is a communist. We might even burn
our diaries too, in case some one
should attempt writing our biography
and reveal to the- whole world that we
believed in something so shocking as
the abolition of war.
All facetiousness aside, however, the
fact remains that we, the student body,
are the losers in a situation such as
this. Certainly the faculty will suffer
to no great extent by a loss of ex-
change of ideas with the student body.
We, however, who would benefit greatly
by contact with mature and well de-
veloped minds, are being deprived of
this privilege. The burden of rectify-
ing this situation rests with us. If we,
by our silent consent, allow our pro-
fessors to be restricted in the matter
of free speech, future generations of
students will be even less exposed to
ideas than we are now.
The first step in the right direction
is a realization of the seriousness and
existence of such a situation; the next
step is action.
and we are proud of this record of
scholastic achievement.
There has been a growing ten-
dency in recent years, among those
not admitted to the society, natu-
rally, to depreciate the meaning of
admittance into Phi Beta Kappa. Re-
marks, which to us sounded very
much like the traditional sour
grapes, have been made to the effect
that those who have been elected
were grinds, and studied only for
marks. Let us remind those who
have been guilty of such false state-
ments that judgment of merit is
based not only upon marks, but upon
general attitude, and to some ex-
tent extra-curricular activities. Fur-
thermore, the consistently high
standard of good work maintained
by the newly elected members could
not have been possible in persons
of minds petty enough to study
only for a reward. Finally, sugges-
tions to the effect that those ad-
mitted for the junior year need not
study for the remainder of their
college life are utterly ridiculous, for
no one could have been admitted who
was not genuinely fond of scholastic
work.
And now, since the editors are in
a distinctly moral mood, let us point
out to the new members of Phi
Beta Kappa the fact that they are
now members of a nation-wide so-
ciety to which many of the most
brilliant minds of our time belong. We
will refrain from making comments
about an added responsibility in up-
holding certain standards, but will
merely close with wishing both those
who made it, and those who still have
a chance, good luck.
NON-COMMITTAL GESTURE
The United States' recent pledge of
'moral support' to the League of Na-
tions in their proposed plan of eco-
nomic sanctions may seem at first
glance a significant modification of
our future foreign policies. To hope-
ful idealists it may seem to imply
that the United States is about to
abandon her traditional policy of re-
maining, or trying to remain, unen-
tangled in European politics. To
those interested primarily in prevent-
ing another world war, it appears as
a bright spot on the darkening
horizon.
To cynics and pessimists, however1—
or perhaps we should regard them
rather as practical realists—the United
States' recent declaration of her at-
titude is, and can be, no more than
a mere gesture. We can promise
"moral support", request our citizens
not to travel on Italian vessels, urge
business men not to trade with Italy,
but further than such oratorical ac-
tions, little can be done before Con-
gress convenes to prevent the con-
tinued shipment of raw materials,
chemicals, and foodstuffs to Italy.
The ultimate success of economic
sanctions depends upon the extent
and immediacy of their application.
The importance of the United States'
co-operation in this measure is clear.
The stand of a nation so economically
powerful as the United States is bound
to be one of the main factors in de-
termining the success or failure of
the sanctions, and hence, the course
of world peace. Economists, histori-
ans, and political scientists assure us
that the possibility of the United
States" being able to remain neutral
in the case of a general European
conflagration is practically non-ex-
istent. Therefore our vague assur-
ance of "moral support" in a world
where people are evidently thinking
in much more concrete terms, seems
ridiculous, to say the least.
Another
Bouquet
We should like to add our
voice to the many who have
acclaimed the three one-
act plays presented by
Barnswallows last Saturday evening.
With no outside assistance, the stu-
dent directors gave productions of
unusual finish, and the actors should
be congratulated for their sympa-
thetic interpretation of difficult char-
acters. The audience also appreciated
the variety of choice in the plays,
the tragedy of Riders to the Sea re-
lieved by the comedy of Bird in Hand
and The Faraway Princess. We are
looking forward to the Fall Formals
production.
FREE PRESS COLUMN
All contributions for this column
must be signed with the full name
of the author. Initials or numerals
will be used if the writer so desires.
The Editors do not hold them'
selves responsible for opinions and
statements in this column.
Contributions should be in the
hands of the Editors by 11 A. M. on
Monday.
sight on the part of the entertainment
committee in permitting a dance to be
held at a time when football games
and prominent events of other colleges
would draw a majority of students
away from home grounds.
College dances should be planned so
that at the time they are to be given
they will be major events, with no so-
cial functions of near-by colleges com-
peting to split the ranks of those who
would ordinarily attend. It is only
with careful planning that a dance can
be made really successful. Isn't on
supposed to have learned how to plan
ill freshman year?
1938
The Open Door Policy
To the Wellesley College News:
I am sure that everyone who has
been at any of the Poets' readings,
and especially at the reading of Mr.
Coffin, agrees with me that something
should be done about the noisy en-
trances of the latecomers. I realize
that it is sometimes difficult for a
student to get to the lectures on time;
still, she should be considerate enough
to take the upstairs, third floor door
into the auditorium of Pendleton hall.
Last week this door was locked—isn't
it possible to have it open for the
latecomers? As a courtesy to the
audience as well as to the reader, as
unobtrusive an entrance as possible




Once again the elections to Junior
Phi Beta Kappa have been an-
nounced, and News wants to take
this opportunity to congratulate the
ten members of the senior class who
have been admitted. The honor,
needless to say, is a very great one,
Timely Articles
To the Wellesley College News:
Last week's issue of the News which
devoted a great deal of* space to the
question of peace was, I think, one of
the best. The News has taken the
lead in attempting to arouse interest
in a very timely subject. The prob-
lems of war and peace confront us
daily as we read other newspapers, and
I think it is refreshing to see a college
paper become aware of these issues. I
hope that the News will continue its
policy of presenting before the college
its views on questions of current na-
tional and international importance.
1936
On Better Dance Planning
To the Wellesley College News:
Three chaperons formed a receiving
line at Saturday afternoon's tea dance
—but there were hardly any people to
be received; a swell orchestra played
all the latest dance-music to a dance-
floor that looked all the more empty
for the few couples that dotted the
floor.
Summer Social Work
To the Wellesley College Neios:
If you think it a problem to shop
within the limits of a Wellesley bud-
get in downtown Boston, try buying
staple foods for a minimum wage in-
come in a Dudley street market. This,
and a study of the topography of
lesser-known parts of Boston are
among the "first principles" taught
at "Junior Month", a July spent with
the Family Welfare society of Bos-
ton. Each summer one Wellesley stu-
dent, together with seven other girls
from eastern colleges, is given the
opportunity to emerge from dreams
and theories by living in a settle-
ment house, doing actual case work,
and getting a bird's eye view of the
organization of social welfare agencies,
public and private, in Boston.
We of the group last year spent
approximately half of each week vis-
iting various institutions and hearing
lectures. Our visits included not only
sessions at such centers as The New
England Home for Little Wanderers,
and the Judge Baker foundation,
where we listened in on case confer-
ences, but trips to places where social
problems arise, such as the Navy
Yard and the East Side Immigration
quarters. Among the speakers we
were privileged to hear were Dr. Mir-
iam Van Waters, superintendent of
the Framingham reformatory; Mrs.
Eva Whiting White, president of the
Women's Educational and Industrial
union, and head resident of Peabody
house, our home for the month; and
eminent persons in all fields of so-
cial welfare, from child placing to the
social service division of the ERA.
Our actual case work took us to
various districts of greater Boston
where the district supervisors initiated
us into the duties of the twenty-
lour hour day of a family case work-
er. "Relief" in the monetary sense,
is but one small fraction of the as-
sistance rendered by a social agency.
Psychiatric, medical, and just plain
common-sensical service are her lot,
as we learned with much straining
of our faculties of resourcefulness.
After hours were filled with jaunts
in "Rosie". a large Franklin touring
car with a musical horn, and with
shore parties and week-ends in the
country. In the evenings there were
Esplanade concerts just across the
street. But settlement house life is
never dull, and summer recitals given
by children of the Peabody house
district and a continual influx of
campers coming to the house for
Concerning The Poor
Condition Of Adonais
Adonais sits in bed,
A muffler wrapped around his head,
Vick's Salve upon his throat and
chest,
Red flannel to preserve their zest.
His heads feels round; his head feels
large,
Like a pumpkin or a barge.
He cannot eat nor can he smell.
His state of mind is not so swell.
He swears he'd rather wake up dead
Than have a cold within his head.
Some Fun
Hallowe'en is lovely
For the brave and noble pup.
He enjoys chasing witches,
Trying to trip them up.
The young and tender ghost-lets
Are Adonais' meat.
They shriek and scream like sirens
If he even stamps his feet.
Disappointment
It is a well-known fact of folklore
That on the eve of Hallowe'en,
If you walk downstairs backwards
Holding a mirror and a candle,
Your true love may be seen.
Adonais is disillusioned,
He investigated the case.
Performed each step with precision.
Then he looked in the mirror gaily
And saw—his own doggy face!
Breezes From Waban
There's something 'bout Lake Waban's
breeze
When you're on a shell,
That makes you feel that woolen
knees
Would do quite as well
As icicles.
Expedition
Oh, I'm a biking genius, am I, am I,
I'd be a viking genius, if a ship had
I;
But I'm a pedal pusher on my weary
way to class
—












Ja, es ist ein schoner Tag . . .
Nein, ich trage the green frock
Regnet es? Das weiss ich nicht
Ich war nimmer so fatigued! .
Ei- hat meinen Brief received.
Wirklich? War er etwas peeved?
Hat es schlecht gefallen ihm? .




There is no excuse for such a thing transportation to Camp Gannett gave We all run
French Table
Oui. je m'appelle Adonais . . .
Vraiment, entend-er to slay us!
Je ne vols pas Normandy . . .
Oui, il etait sore Monday
. . .
Allez-vous a football jeue?
Oui
—
je vais a Yale prom too . .
.
Seulement un petit morceau.
Merci—maintenant nous go!
By Way Of Warning
Instead of Ioggyri'thms
He's concerned with doggyrithms.
Vicious Circle
happening. Most college functions are hint of the activity of the winter
well-received—the sponsors, in fact, months.
usually manage to make them finan- ! I have in room 227 Munger a sched-
cial ns well as social successes. This ule of last summer's program of









PLYMOUTH: The Old Maid (last
week)
BOSTON OPERA HOUSE: Ballet
Russe (last two days)
COPLEY: Kind Lady
Screen:
PINE ARTS: Maria Chapdelaine
KEITH MEMORIAL: Way Down
East


























When Jeanette Sayre '35, last year's
president of Barn, oaid that these
were the best Informal plays she had
ever seen, she exactly expressed the
feeling of the audience—the best In-
formals they had ever seen!
In spite of the fact that one usually
thinks of tragedy as a drop in mood,
Saturday's program was like a wave
with Riders to the Sea its crest. Both
the fantasy, The Faraway Princess,
and the farce, Bird in Hand, by good
contrast increased the height of the
wave.
The Faraway Princess attained a
delightful fairy-tale atmosphere. In-
terest was spread out over the whole
cast. Details and minor actions con-
tributed nearly as much as the main
thread. The amusing little by-play
between Strubel and Rosa while Frau
Halldorf and her daughters skillfully
planned their social "coup," and the
very presence of the ambitious court
ladies gave reality to the fantasy.
The princess, Elizabeth Flanders '38,
tripped lightly about the stage, a com-
bination of Katharine Hepburn and
Betty Boop, looking so charming that
we easily forgave a princess thought-
lessness. Virginia Spangler '38 is al-
ways good. It is not her fault that
she is always "Spang," just as George
Arliss is always Arllss, even when he is
acting like the Duke of Wellington.
There was nice contrast in casting the
Faraway Princess, and Emilie Dreyfuss
'36, the director, should be congratu-
lated for maintaining a light touch in
a smooth performance.
When Riders to the Sea was an-
nounced for fall Informals, everyone
looked dubious. Too hard to put on,
even if Bernice Libman '36 is coaching
it, they all thought. The tragedy might
have been either the best play or the
worst of the evening; there could have
been no in-between. In contrast to
the fantasy, every move in Riders to
the Sea is a step toward the final
effect of the last sentence, "No man
at all can be livin' forever, and we
must be satisfied."
All attention is on one theme. The
players, keeping this in mind, worked
toward a unified whole, and we forget
that we weren't in the hut with them,
sharing their grief and feeling their
sorrow. Yet even in the tragedy there
was room for contrast. Ethel Kem-
merer '37, playing the little girl, Nora,
gave just the right bewildered atti-
tude of a child, a bewilderment made
more poignant by Cathleen's maturer
understanding of the situation.
Audrey Bill '37, as Maurya, made us
see and pity and honor the old
woman who sent her husband and
her sons to the sea.
Nothing in the play was out of
character. The mournful keening,
rising and falling, sounded like the
moan of the sea. The Irish accent
and the lifting and dropping inflec-
tion, almost half chant, added to the
atmosphere without seeming forced or
unnatural. We were conscious of
Cathleen not as Doris Gilbert '36. but
as Cathleen. and the same with the
other main characters.
It is most unfair to compare Bird in
Hand with Riders to the Sea. Their
aims are so different, and they achieve
them by such different methods.
Drinkwater's play rounded the evening
off in laughter. The honors of the
performance really go to Casey, teeter-
ing up and down on his toes with his
hands crossed on a middle-aged stom-
ach. Mary Anne Hall '38 was quite
convincing as Beverley, but the other
characters all tried too hard, and
overacted. The play lacked contrast
within itself. Each person was an
individual and claimed the center of
attention for himself. However, the
characters were amusing enough to
keep us smiling, and director Nancy
Walker '36 deserves credit for doing
well with a difficult play.
We agree, Barnswallows, that these
were the best Informals we have seen.
Pat your scenery, costume and props
committees on the back and tell them
what fine work they've been doing.
E. P. S. '37
Ballet Russe
Gay and colorful as ever, the Ballet
Russe was greeted with enthusiasm on
its opening night in Boston this week.
Nor does there seem to be any reason
for objecting to the enthusiasm—the
Ballet is good fun, good entertainment,
a good show.
The first number, Le Tricorne, was
in our opinion the best performance
of the three ballets on the evening's
program. Adapted from a story by
Alarcon and with music by Manuel
dePaJla, it relates an amusing incident
in the lives of a rustic miller and his
wife in eighteenth century Spain. A
mood of rollicking good fun is sustained
throughout and solo dances are clever-
ly interwoven with group work to al-
low the story to develop rapidly and
logically. The work of the principals
was especially commendable. Leonide
Massine's intricate and incredibly
nimble footwork, Tamara Toumanova's
expressive use of her hands, and David
Lichine's interpretation of the foolish
governor all were excellent.
The Scheherazade was striking as a
bizarre and colorful pageant of oriental
splendor rather than as a startling ex-
hibition of dancing. The costuming,
setting and mass effects were very well
done, but the energetic and spirited
type of ballet dancing seemed some-
how a bit incongruous in the languor-
ous atmosphere of the east.
The last ballet, Le Mariage D'Aurore,
was most enthusiastically received by
the audience. The fact that it was
not hampered by a complicated story
of any kind gave the dancers ample
opportunity to display their skill and
mastery of various difficult executions
in the ballet technique. The undis-
guised exhibition quality of the danc-
ing, with plenty of swirls, leaps and
toe-dancing, was an excellent contrast
to the pert humor of Le Tricorne and
the pageantry of the Scheherazade.
O. V. E. '36
David McCord
Mr. David McCord, having recently
undergone one of those "painful
separations from the appendix", as
Miss Manwaring said in her intro-
duction, read in Pendleton hall, Oc-
tober 28, from The Crows, from his
lighter Bay Windoio Ballads, and from
his new poems, some of which he
had composed while in the hospital.
The title poem of The Crows, Mr.
McCord said, he composed three years
ago in Cambridge when he woke up
THE CRANE
& KETTLE
The ideal srttinc for
a Hallowe'en supper,
as testify patrons of
previous years.
O'd house and barn—splendid oppor-
tunity for indoor and outdoor ghosts.
Edmunds Rd. (Nobscot) off Edgell Rd.
Tel. Framingham 4956
COLLEGE SENIORS
A college education is a steppirui-sto-e
to nn objective, not the objective^ itself
—
it is apprenticeship for the business of
accomplishment.
Many yountc women who have been
graduated from college recently have
found that a thorough training in
Shorthar.d and Typewriting has aided
them tremendously in achieving auccess
and distinction.
The Packard Intensive Secretarial
Course for College Women is especially
arranged, through our method of Indi-
vidual Advancement, eo that college
graduates may be admitted practically
any Monday during the year.
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TUNE IN ON THE
RAILWAY EXPRESS NEWS PARADE
Every week from the following statlomi
WEEI • WOK • WHK • WLS • KWK
WDSU • WKAA • WGST • KYA • KNX
KSTP • KOMO • WBAL • K( 1 1
1
Watch for local announcement!
We'll call for it, whisk it away
and bring it back again. Railway
Express service is safe, swift
and sure. Economical, too
—
rates are low— and our "send-
ing-it-collect" service is partic-
ularly popular. Prompt pick-up
and delivery service in all im-
portant cities and towns. • For
service or information telephone





at five o'clock one morning and
heard the crows flying over the city.
The crow is the outdoor element the
poet likes most, in spite of the fact
that the bird is a "rascal". The
i ii lv morning flight brought :o him
childhood memories, which he ex-
pressed in poetry, and such memo-
ries of youth occur in many of his
works.
Other poems from The Crows which
Mr. McCord read were Eigh I -Fifteen,
a descriptive poem of railroad sig-
nals; The Beech Tree, The Game,
and. requested by Miss Hart. Moment
in Marmalade, which tells of those
c nds when only one piece of toast
and marmalade stands Detween you
nd the outside world. Sections from
a longer poem, Bucket of Bees, was
the last reading from The Crows.
Mr. McCord chose from Bay Win-
doio Ballads two poems from the
section Indian Sheaf and two from
the section Women's Auxiliary. There
followed Parody after Edward Lem-
on a Picture of Babe Ruth Auto-
graphing a Baseball in Japan, a poem
from the section called Kitchen Can-
tos, a satirical poem on Mr. Auden
and Mr. Spender called Audenspender,
{Continued on Page 6, Col. 1)
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ax i n c.
new-hosiery
the kind you always hoped you could get
sheer beauty
combined with long wear
see them at jax new department; also our
smart line of sport socks
"get - acquainted sale"
friday and Saturday, nov. 1st and 2nd
BEST'S • BROOKLINE
BEACON & WASHINGTON STS., BROOKLINE
-Easy Parking •
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THE floor length cape dominated the Paris
collections of evening fashions — it is
undoubtedly one of the most important wraps
of the season. Flattering to all figures, adapt-
able to slim or bouffant frocks, and warm
because it covers the wearer completely, the
lon>4 velvet cape is booked for a big success.
The model pictured is a favorite — its cleverly
cut "hood" looks equally well when worn
over the head, or down as a collar. Satin






(Continued from Page 5, Col. 5)
and a series of epitaphs, one For a
Waiter being.
"By and by
God caught his eye."
Mr. McCord concluded his reading
with some serious poems, Of Red in
Spring, Ebb Tide Sand, Ahead of All,
again about crows, Double Star, print-
ed in the August Amcricun Mercury,
and two hospital poems. Waiting for
Ether and As Beginning Once More-
Out of November Speaking for One
concluded the reading and spoke of
selves outgrown that come flooding
back to the poet's mind.
M. L. B. '37
DR. STANLEY E. HALL
DENTIST
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The French film, Maria Chapd -
lame, is a beautiful version of Louis
Hemon's story of French-Canadian
life. The story, dealing with the
struggle of French Canadians to pre-
serve their heritage guarded during
three hundred years in the Canadian
lumber country, centers about the
family of Chapdelaine, settled too far
from the nearest village. The emo-
tional history of the daughter, Maria,
and her three suitors is simply told
The chief merit of the film, how-
ever, lies in the vivid picture it gives
of the lives of these valiant people.
Their courage in the face of extreme
hardships, their fight against the
powerful forces threatening their ex-
istence, their simple devotion and
homely warmth, are depicted with a
naturalness and restraint that gives
the picture a great deal of charm.
The photography has done full jus-
tice to the natural loveliness of the
Canadian lumber country. The jour-
ney of Maria's lover through the for-
ests, his death at the hands of wolves
in a blinding snowstorm is an ex-
citing and excellent performance; but
so are the chajisons that the little
girl sings to old father Chapdelaine
on the stormy Christmas eve. Maria
Chapdelaine is a stimulating film out-
standing for its simplicity and beauty.
Pauline L. Gunsser '36
BIBLIOFILE
The Harvard Mail's Guide-book for
1935-1936, published by Thomas
Larkin and Jasoii Lewis, 1935.
"Aha," we thought as we eagerly
thumbed through the new 1935 Har-
vard Man's Guide-Book and recalled
I he spicy 1934 edition. "Here's where
we glean some juicy morsels about
what Harvard thinks of Boston, of
Radcliffe, of the Copley—even of us.
Here's where we get some genuine
inside information on what the so-
phisticated young blades of Cambridge
think about—well, about Life in these
parts."
But we were disappointed, oh, so
disappointed. The 1935 editors have
abandoned the flippant airs of their
predecessors and written their
pamphlet in a highly respectable,
PERSONAL CORRESPONDENCE PAPER
With your name and/or address
SIXTEEN UNUSUAL COLORS AND STYLES
FROM ONE DOLLAR
c/llau v2e AanA AainnleA?
MERRIMADE M»«imac PArcR Co. LAWRENCE, MASS.errim aper
Since 1860
CAMMEYER




It does things to your feet this
streamline model that's smooth fitting,
heel hugging and arch flattering. Suave
front center seam adds plenty ot interest,
Rich dark brown bucko. Custom leather
heeL $-7.50
A Collegebred model J
anvnoyef
Establ.shed 1863 (/
427 Fifth Avenue— New York
conservative vein. No suggestions
about how and what and where 10
drink this year, no helpful hints on
Wellesley proms and Radcliffe
houses, no sage advice about the
merits and damerits of the Old How-
ard
—
just very Baedekkerish informa-
tion where to bicycle, how to find
the Common, the history and ad-
vantages of the Boston Symphony
orchestra, very practical maps or
Boston and Cambridge and other such
dull technicalities. Nor have the edi-
tors even trusted to their own talents
in writing the articles—they have
called upon the forces of Esquire.
Tune, and the Boston Post to write
their articles for them.
So if you're looking for information
read the Guide-Book. If you're look-
ing for snappy comments in the
modern manner divert your attentions
to periodicals published in other re-
gions than Boston.
O. V. E. '36
FRENCH MOVIE COMING
The Community Playhouse at Wel-
lesley Hills announces the presentation
of Sa?is Famille, a picture based on a
story that has long been a favorite in
France, on Thursday, November 14.
Robert Lynch, the boy who imper-
sonated 'Toil de Carotte," gives an
admirable performance in the role of
the kidnapped Remi. and not the least
delightful of his companions are the
trained dogs and the monkey who
share his hardships.
Special buses will leave the parking
space below Founders Hall at 3:45 p.m.
and the performance will begin at




The committee has been chosen and
is now preparing the program of lec-
tures and conferences. The student














The year's prograan opens with the
visit of Miss Elizabeth M. Osborne of
New York City, who will lecture and
hold group conferences on various
phases of The Iynpressiori We Leave.
Miss Florence Jackson meets the
freshmen in brief after-dinner talks on
How to Choose aji Occupation on No-
vember 11, 12. and 13. On November
18 Miss Ruth Miner, attorney-at-law
in Albany, speaks upon Law as an Oc-
cupation. On November 25 Miss Over-
acker has consented to outline the Op-
portunities for Women in Public Ser-
vice. The programs are being arranged
and published month by month, and
those for December and January will
be announced later. It is hoped that
many will take advantage of these op-
portunities to obtain information that




(Continued from Page .1, Col. 5)
college presidents protested against
requiring teachers to take an oath of
loyalty. In its present form the oath
reads as follows:
"I do solemnly swear (or affirm 1
that I will support the Constitution
of the United States and the Con-
stitution of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, and that I will faith-
fully discharge the duties of the po-
sition in (school, college, etc.) ac-
cording to the best of my ability."
"I became so indignant, listening to
the proponents of the measure." said
Professor Curtis, "that I was moved
to write the faculty protest. All loyal
teachers will take the oath but so will
the disloyal. The communist teacher
in our midst, if any there be, and I
know of none, will take the oath with
his tongue in his cheek and thereby
gain a certain immunity for his sub-
versive activities.
"Genuine loyalty cannot be created
by oaths. This is demonstrated by
the fact that among the four hundred
persons deported from the United
States during the past five years for
radical activities practically all had
taken the oath of allegiance required
by federal law upon application for
citizenship.
"Our teachers will be loyal to the
constitution of the state and of the
nation not because of any resounding
oath but because they are convinced
that our system of government,
despite the occasional domination of
Congress and the state legislature
by so-called pressure groups, affords
a wider measure of liberty for the in-
dividual and is better adapted to
American ideals than either fascism
or communism."
As the law stands there are no
penalties attached to it, and it is
doubtful whether anything can be
done to a person who refuses to com-
ply with its provisions. Professor
Curtis thinks that action will prob-
ably be taken to correct the omis-
sion, however.
"Representative Thomas Dorgan, the
alleged father of the law. which is
supported by the Hearst newspapers,
intends to propose an amendment
putting teeth into the measure at the
next session of the legislature."
When questioned as to the possibil-
ity of fighting the law, Professor
Curtis said that he hoped that its
constitutionality would be tested in
the courts. In any case the enact-
ment of the measure has provided
those elements of the community
which Christopher Morley calls "our
pathetic nationalists" with an emo-
tional outlet and plentiful publicity.
And that is what they are after.
INDOOR SPORTS OFFER
NEW, OLD ACTIVITIES
(Continued from Page 2, Col. :t)
Schroeder, and Miss Margaret Johnson.
Miss Wells will be in charge of a
rmall voluntary class of exercises for
those interested in keeping in good
physical condition, developing physical
poise, and acquiring a more attractive
carriage. The class will meet at 11:40
on the day preferred by the majority
of those signing. Enrollment is limited
to ten upperclassmen.
The schedule of voluntary work 1
given below. Everyone is urged to
sign up on the A. A. board in Founders.
Freshmen are reminded that they may
not sign for 4:40 classes.
Gymnastics (advanced)
:
Monday and Wednesday at 4:40.
Tap dancing (advanced) :
Tuesday and Friday at 4:40.
Tap dancing (elementary 1 :
Tuesday and Thursday at 11:40.
Monday and Wednesday at 11:40
Folk dancing;





DOCTORS SAY "NEVER WALK
BAREFOOT ON ANY FLOOR."
Wear KOCH patented water-proof Randal
when walkinc from locker to shower or
swimming pool ami in dormitories. 6 pair
25c Men's or Women's eizc. Mail order*
filled. Distributors wonted. Wholesale prici
on request.





Watch and Jewelry Repairing
CHRISTMAS CARDS
Now is the time to make your
selection in peace and quiet.
We have brought the ends of
the earth to Hathaway House
to give you the loveliest cards
you have ever seen!
HATHAWAY HOUSE
BOOKSHOP
'As the backs go
tearing by wear
your hero's colors in .
Gridiron
Suedes 4.95
COLOR—COLOR—COLOR—is half the glamour and
excitement of the season's grid classics. So is COLOR
a high note in Fall costumes. Take a tip from Filene's
and shop our colored suedes—comfortable knockabout
shoes—chic enough for tea. NAVY blue, DARTMOUTH
green, HARVARD crimson, brown and block
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
The guest speaker the regular
LIBRARY SHOWS EARLY
BIBLE TRANSLATIONS
'Continued from Page 2. Col. 2)
show in their work that they have
an intimate knowledge of it. In
this exhibition that influence has
been suggested in the field of Eng-
lish poetry by opening volumes of
the works of certain English poets
tea on Thursday, Oct. 31. in the C. A. ar»d pointing out poems, passages and
lounge will be Betty Nipps, 1936. She
will tell of her experiences at the
Bryn Mawr summer school for indus-
trial girls. Betty spent most of last
summer working at this school. Tea
will be served from 4 o'clock on, and
i lie speech will start at 4:40.
Miss Rossa Cooley. president of the
Penn Normal school for Negroes, will
speak at tea on Thursday, November
7. As this school receives yearly
contributions from our Service fund,
many contributors to that fund
should be interested to know more
about it.
Dr. Kinsolving at Sunday Vespers
The Reverend Arthur Lee Kin-
solving, Rector of Trinity church,
Boston, will be the speaker at a
7:30 p. m. vesper service in T. Z. E. on
Sunday evening, November 3. It is
always a pleasure to welcome Dr.
Kinsolving at Wellesley, and we do
not need to tell you that Wellesley
girls always flock to hear him.
Conference at Cedar Hill
Announcement has just been made
of a conference this week-end at
Cedar Hill, Waltham. It will be a
small conference, made up largely of
the official delegates from the Boston
colleges to the Student Christian
council of Boston. Wellesley will
send only two or three delegates, but
please apply at the Christian asso-
ciation office if you would like to be
one of them. The conference will
begin at 5 p. m. on Saturday, No-
vember 2. and last until 3:30 p. m.
on Sunday.
titles of poems which contain Bibli-
cal allusions. These volumes are
nearly all first editions from the
Collection of Early and Rare Editions
of English Poetri/.
In the limited space of an exhibition
case it is possible to display only a
few examples from the great mass of
material available. Beginning with the
Vision of Piers Plounnan, an edition
of 1550, and coming down to the Eas-
ter, 1929, of Sir John Masefield, one
may find here the first collected edi-
tion of Chaucer's Works, 1532, the old-
est volume in the exhibition, opened at
the description of the poor "parsonne";
the first book of Spenser's Faery
Queen 1590, which gives the story of
the crossing of the Israelites "dry
foct" through the Red Sea; the sec-
ond folio of Shakespeare's Plays, 1632,
with a reference in Henry IV to the
crucifixion of Our Lord; The Songs of
Innocence engraved and hand col-
ored by William Blake, 1789.
There are first editions of works
by John Milton. John Donne, George
! Herbert, Richard Crashaw, Henry
j
Vaughn, Robert Burns, Coleridge.
Wordsworth, Byron, Tennyson, Eliz-
abeth Barrett Browning and Robert
Browning.
The exhibition will remain open
until the first of December.
DIGEST RAISES RATES
Collegiate Digest announces a raise
in the rates for all photographs of
campus activities accepted for publi-
cation in the digest. Formerly they
paid $1.00 per photograph; now they
will pay $3.00.
Their new policy of paying upon
acceptance, not on publication, makes
it possible for students to make con-
siderable money during the school
year from the sale of pictures. At
present, action and informal shots of
campus events and candid camera
photos are particularly in demand.
Send glossy prints (only) of any
size to the Collegiate Digest, P. O.
Box 422, Madison, Wisconsin.
EXPRESS HANDLES LAUNDRY
The practice of sending laundry
home seems to be becoming a popular
fad throughout the country, according
to a Railway Express report, covering
a recent survey in over one hundred
colleges.
Railway Express has developed the
busiiness on a widespread scale, guaran-
teeing prompt pick-up and delivery
service at reasonable rates. Laundry
is now second in importance only to
the baggage business which Railway
Express handles from colleges and
schools, said Mr. D. R. Duguid, local
agent.
is wonderful to be able to study in
a place like this."
Miss Leroux will remain at Wel-
lesley until June. Her plans for the
future are indefinite. She will either
return to the Sorbonne or decide to
end her college education entirely.
DWIGHT R. CLEMENT, D.M.D.
COPELAND MERRILL, D.M.D.
DENTISTS




FRENCH STAY ON FENCE
DECLARES DE MESSIERES
{Continued front Page 1, Col. 1)
strongly nationalistic. Their dissatis-
faction with current world conditions
predisposes them to consider favorably
a change of any nature.
But "the great dream of France for
years lias been the establishment of
an international tribunal for the
settlement of disputes." Those inter-
nationally-minded souls who cling to
this dream have great faith in the
League, and thus their attitude toward
Italy cannot but be one of disapproval.
Asked what would happen if affairs
should ever come to such a pass that
France should have to choose between
MISS DONNAN GIVES leaving the League and fighting
ArWIPF TO ^FMIOR^ a6ainst Italy, Monsieur de Messieresauviic i inuro
firs( . expressed strong doubt as to the
At a meeting of the freshman house
representatives of C. A. on Tuesday,
October 22, Dorothy Voss of Noanett
was elected chairman. This means
that she will be a member of the
C. A. board and that she will direct
the freshman work at the Wellesley
Hills hospital and at the C. A.
Thursday teas.
An innovation in Wellesley was sug-
gested by Miss Elizabeth Donnan, head
of the department of economics, when
she spoke to a group of 43 economics
majors at a tea given by the depart-
ment, October 23.
Miss Donnan advocated three re-
forms at Wellesley to be initiated by
the students: first, conversation at
meals, between classes, and at all
other times should not be devoted ex-
clusively to a discussion of the diffi-
culties of the last quiz or the stacks
of work to be done by tomorrow;
second, students should not hesitate
to admit that they actually like to
study; and last, this year's seniors
should not indulge in the usual, fool-
ish pre-General panic.
Miss Donnan prefaced her remarks
cleverly by recalling the recent past
when it was universally held that
college was too hard for women, too
exacting for their delicate constitu-
tions. The first college women, she
said, did all in their power to dis-
prove this belief, tackling the hard-
est work without complaint. The
latest college women, Miss Donnan
fears, by their worries and wailing
would lead any observer to believe
that the prophecies of former days
were right: women cannot stand the
strain of college.
She suggested that students show-
by the spirit in which they attack
their work that women are fitted for
college life.
The number of majors in economics,
this year, is the largest in the history
of the department. 44 in all.
probability of such a hypothesis. He
admitted, however, that under such
circumstances he believed France
would stand by the League. He
stressed the fact that France was no
more prepared for war than any other
nation is at this time.
The recent treaty between France
and Italy was an anticipation of the
pressure which Mussolini is now bring-
ing to bear in Africa, M. de Messieres
said. Anxious to do away with Italy's
grounds for discontent. France gave
her certain colonial rights in Africa.
There was no talk at all of an alliance,
however.
Is Fiance anxious about the fate of
her own African possessions? Not at
all, according to M. de Messieres.
Tunisia is far enough from Ethiopia to
be safe from Mussolini's legions.
M. de Messieres also took an opti-
mistic view of France's internal situa-
tion. There is no basis for talk of
revolution, if only because France is
too carefully policed for such a move-
ment to arise.
M. de Messieres was very firm in in-
sisting that his government has warned
French professors coming to this coun-
try against making political statements
of any kind, and that therefore his
views must be considered personal
opinions rather than attempts to sum-
marize the point of view of his nation.
DORMITORIES WILL VIE
FOR SPEEDIEST CREWS
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 1)
Stone Davis and Commuters:
B. Janet Sanford '35
2. Mary Jo Halley '36
3. Marjorie Matthew '38
4. Frances Brown '37
5. Selma Edinburg '37
6. Elizabeth MacHaffie '37
7. Elisabeth Woosnam '37
S. Elizabeth Trax '38
C. Muriel Millar '36
Subs. Winnifred Clark '37
Katherine Sanford '37
Rhoda Rettig '37
Crews have also been chosen from
the beginners:
B. Frances Munoz '39
2. Phyllis Sweetser '39
3. Marion Colwell '39
4. Camilla Davis '39
5. Ellen Libby '39
6. Mary Randall '39
7. Virginia Tuttle '39
8. Jean Hewitt '39
C. Alta Mahoney '39




Mary E. Thompson "39
Louise Tibbitts '39
B. Elise Manson '39
2 Frances Roberg *39
3. Constance Hall '39
4. Alice Frazer '39
5. Cynthia Kilburn "39
6. Margaret Horton '39
7. Virginia Bell '39
5. Elizabeth Call '39
C. Alice Corcoran '39
Subs: Dorothea Baker '39
Audrey Nagle '39
Mary F. Pearson '39
Adelaide Spicer '39
Barbara McFee '39
B. Eleanor Merrill '39
2. Jane McClure '39
3. Helen Poor '39
4. Gloria Sharp '39
5. Frances Postel '39
6. Nancy Reynolds '39
7. Helen Hughes '39
S. Ruth Swanson '39
C. Ruth Giles '39





B. Charlotte Paul '38
2. Margaret Miller '38
3. Dorothy Rich '38
4. Mary Gunn '38
5. Mary Whitman '38
6. Irene Budlong '38
7. Mary B. Taylor '38
S. Annette Field '38
C. Mary E. Gehring '38






Members of all crews have been ad-
vised to keep training rules so that
they may do their best and enjoy the
races. Coxes of dormitory crews will
act as captains and arrange call-outs.
FALL FIELD DAY
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 9,2 P.M.
AT MARY HEMENWAY HALL
ADMISSION FREE
FOOD FOR SALE
HOPE FOR PEACE RESTS
MAINLY IN DISCUSSION
(Continued from Page 1. Col. 5)
of Europe, and the hope of peace and
progress rests mainly in reason-—that
is. in discussion, not force.
Professor Procter condemns the
theory that it is better to sacrifice
Ethiopia than Europe as an opportunist
argument. If Ethiopia is sacrificed in
this case, the moral prestige of the
League will be so damaged that in the
long run it is probable that Europe
also will be sacrificed. The situation
is highly dangerous, for "Europe is full
of gunpowder and fire is raging."
BARBER SHOP
of FRANK le donne
Hair cutting as you like it!
29 Central Street
(Downstairs)




Gifts from Ten Cents up
STUDENT COMPLIMENTS
OUR MEN AND SCENERY
(Continued from Page 2, Col. 4)
some girls at the Sorbonne are pale
and round-shouldered. Here you
are definitely freer than in France,
but the freedom is not new to me
because I have enjoyed it before in
England."
When questioned about sports, Miss
Leroux replied, "I love sports. I
would go out for crew if I had time,
but I take tennis and riding. I
thought I should spend my life doing
sports here. English girls are much
more athletic than you are."
Her opinion of Wellesley is very
flattering. "Wellesley professors are
charming and excellent," she said.
"And your campus and lake are
beautiful. The scenery is lovely and
the buildings are so impressive. It
Typewriters
Sold—Rented—Repaired




56 Central St. Wei, 0948
BARB
MADAME ALLEN BROADCASTS
Madame Jeanne Brondal Allen as-
sisted by Madame L. Mercier will
broadcast over W1XAL (short wave
6040) on La France des Fees et des
Legendes: La Dretagne on Tuesday,







HEW I0RKS MOST EXCLUSIVE RESIDENCE FOR I00HQ W0MEI
NEW YORK BOUND . . .
You are invited to stay at"New York's
most exclusive residence for young
women" and to greet the swimming
pool before breakfast ... to live
happily in an atmosphere of re-
finement and inspiration at The
Barbizon—Swimming Pool, Gym-
nasium, Squash Court, Terraces,
Lounges, Library, Literary and
Drama Clubs, Daily Recitals,
Radio in every room » » » »
7^
LEXINGTON AVENUE at 63rd St., N.Y.
TARIFF: From $10 per week- $2.50 per dor
Rooms available at present at $12
Write for Barbizon Booklet "C"
NOVEMBER 1 - NOVEMBER 15
! Between these dates !
SPECIAL OFFER
MADE TO ORDER SKIRT and
MATCHING SWEATER YARN of
Botany . . $10.50 Chatfield . . $11.50










Thursdny, Oct. 31: 6:30 P. M. Norton
House. Shop Club dinner nnd mectinir.
Friday, Nov. I: '8:ir. A. M. Mornini
Chapel. Professor Loomis will lend.
4:40 P. M. Pendleton Hall Lecture
Room. Mrs. Lena Davia Murray will pea
on "Schoolhousc in the Foothills." (De-
partment of Education.)
•7:30 P. M. ARora House. Meeting ><(
the DcbatinR Club. There will be Bhorl
model debate to illustrate the OreRon sys-
tem used by Wellesley in intercollegiate
debntes.
7 :30 P. M. Tnu Zeta Epsilon House.
MectinR of the Alliance Francaise. Speakera
:
Dorothea Lakson "36 and Mile. Yvonne
Leroux.
7:30 P. M. Room 207. Founders Hall.
MeelinR of the Mathematics Club.
Saturday. Nov. 2: »8:16 A. M. Morn-
ing Chapel. Miss Ruth Lindsay will lead.
Wellesley College Teachers Asocialion an-
nual meeting.
12:30 P. M. Tower Court. Luncheon.
Notify Miss Dennis, department of French,
by Friday, Nov. 1, if attending. Ticket*
S.75.
•2:30 P. M. Pendleton Hall Lecture
Room. Address by Mrs. Lena Davis Murray.
Mrs. Murray will speak on her experiences
of ten years as a teacher in the southern
Appalachian Mountains.
Sunday, Nov. 3: '11:00 A. M. Memorial
Chnpe'. Prencher. Dr. Halford E. Luccock,
Divinity School. Yale University.
•4:00 P. M. Billings Hall. Recital by
Yves Chardon. violinist. The program will
include selections by Boellmnnn, Vivaldi
and Brahms. (Department of. Music.)
•7 :30 P. M. Tau Zeta Epsilon House,
All college vespers. Rev. Arthur L. Kin-
solving. Rector of Trinity Church, Boston,
will be the speaker. (Christian Association.)
Monday, Nov. 4: •8:15 A. M. Morning
Chnpel. President Pendleton will lend.
•4:45 P. M. Pendleton Hall Lecture Room,
Poet's reading : Willinm Rose Benet.
•7:15 P. M. Alumnae Hall. Miss Eliza-
beth M. Osborne, consultant on personal ap-
pearance nnd dress. New York City, will
epcak on "The Impressions We Leave."
Miss Osborne will have group conferences
daily. Nov. 4-8, 8:40 A. M. - 12:40 P. M„
for which students may sign at the Per-
sonnel Bureau.
Tuesday, Nov. 5: 'Stir, A. M. Morning
Chapel. Miss Dennis will lead.
•1:40 P. M. Pendleton Hall Lecture Room.
Miss Elizabeth M. Osborne will Bpealc i HUb-
jeet, "The Impressions We Leave: Clothe
(Personnel Bureau.)
Wednesday, Nov. 6: •8:15 A. M. Mom
ing Chnpel. Dr. Boynton Merrill, a tru Ice
of the college, will lead.
•4:40 P. M. Pendleton Hall Lecture
Room. Miss Elizabeth M. Osborne "ill
speak: subject. "The Impressions We Lcavi .
Poise." (Personnel Bureau.)
•8:30 P. M. Alumnne Hall. Lawrence
Tibbett. baritone. The second concert ill
the Wellesley Concert Fund series. A few




(Continued from Page 2, Col. 1)
recent months and that an embargo
on the shipment of arms and muni-
tions to belligerent nations has been
established . . . But exporters are
prepared to continue shipments, say-
ing that they MAY demand cash in
payment. Bankers are mumbling that
MAYBE they will not lend much
money abroad in this crisis . . . The
United States must risk grave danger
of becoming embroiled in another de-
structive and costly major war."
"Wait and see," counsels another
student writer. "Wait and see. War
Will come again to our country. War-
crazed beasts will beat the drums of
hate; profit-mad capitalists will shriek
for the blood of the enemy; damnable
lies and filth will be broadcast by
organized propaganda agencies; the
press will join in the maniacal furor;
the wealthy class will make a great
show of patriotism as it forces the
millions of under-dogs to don uni-
forms and shoulder arms in the name
of 'God, home, and country'; the
weak-willed millions will again suc-
cumb to the mad hysteria of war,
and, in a blazing crescendo of hate,
another country plunges forth on the
headlong rush down the mad road
to war and oblivion."
The Columbia Spectator, however,
sounds a more cheerful note. "The
American anti-war movement was
never stronger than it is today," says
a Spectator editorial. "And . . . its
pressure is being felt at Washington.
Still, a further revitalization of the
ctudent anti-war movement, around
this and other issues forced upon the
American people by the constant
threat of another world catastrophe,
remains an urgent necessity."
Summer Social Work
(Continued from Page 4, Col. 4)
events and quite a selection of Junior
Month material ranging from the
magazine of a Play school to menus
at a Transient center where balanced
meals are offered for 9 cents apiece.
I would be glad to extol the virtues
of Junior Month to any one inter-
ested. Mrs. Natalie Linderholm, ex-
ecutive secretary of the Family Wel-
fare society, will come out to Welles-
ley later in the year, to talk over
plans for next year, but any junior
interested is urged to apply at the




Professor Marcel Aubert gave an
illustrated lecture on Tuesday evening,
October 29, at Alumnae hall. His sub-
ject was Carcessonne and the Old
Chateaux of France. He traced the
development of the chateaux from the
time of Charlemagne to the most mod-
em ones.
The earliest buildings prevailed in
the age of chivalry; and one of the
largest of this period is "La Tusque."
In the 12th century the architecture
was more military, and was influenced
by the Crusades. They attempted to
copy the "Krak" of the Byzantines. In
the 14th Century the introduction of
cannon from England made the forti-
fications almost useless, and lowered
the walls. The best-known chateau is
in the city of Carcessonne.
Professor Ruth E. Clark, chairman
of the French department, introduced
the speaker, who is professor of
l'Ecole des Beaux Arts, director of La
Society Francaise. lecturer at the
Louvre, and a Master of Archeology.
ITALIAN YOUTH GIVE
IL DUCE ARDENT AID
(Continued from Page 2, Col. 5)
much a matter of hysteria and wild
excitement, as an essential, accepted
part of his existence without which
life would hardly be conceivable. The
teaching of discipline and unques-
tioning obedience are an expressed
purpose of the Balilla organization
and contribute largely to this result.
However, it cannot be denied that
the young Fascists are offered numer-
ous advantages. Besides the libraries
and radios and occasional movies in
their clubhouses, every effort is made
to provide equipment for sports, even
in the smallest towns, where there is
likely to be a combination club-room
and gymnasium, and some sort of
athletic field.
The acme of this type of develop-
ment is found in the Foro Mussolini,
on the banks of the Tiber near Rome,
where three or four marble-lined sta-
dia, a similar number of huge swim-
ming pools, and gymnasiums and
tennis courts galore attract hundreds
of boys and girls every afternoon.
One receives the impression, how-
ever, here as in the camp presently
to be described, that too much eifort
was expended on the spectacular and
too little on the practical, there be-
ing space for little but mass forma-
tion athletics.
Adjacent to the Foro Mussolini is
the Accademia Fascista, the training
school for leaders of the movement,
organizers of sport, and camp officers.
They learn not only physical train-
mg and drill, but the best ways to
instill the spirit of Fascism into their
charges, the latter being admittedly
considered the most important of all.
Nearly all Balillas have tne oppor-
tunity to attend a camp for a month
or so during the summer. Many of
these are not dissimilar to our simple
boys' camps, but the ideal towards
which the state is striving is totally
different. One of the best examples
of this type is to be found at Ostia,
where a magnificent, modernistic
building, with a stream-lined tower
and much chromium plate, is the
"camp."
Here, as everywhere, discipline is
the key-note and, as the children
march to their various exercises, not
many smiles are to be seen on their
faces. Mussolini, whose pictures and
sayings are everywhere on the pastel-
tinted walls, is their god, their ideal,
and they must be true to him.
STUDENTS WILL HEAR
ADVICE ABOUT DRESS
(Continued from Page 1, Col 2)
will be given at 7:15 in Pendleton
hall.
Those who wish to attend group
conferences should meet the follow-
ing appointments and should sign at
the Personnel bureau in order to
assure a limited number at each
conference.
Monday, November 4—11:40.
Tuesday, November 5—8:40, 9:40,
10:40 and 11:40.
Wednesday, November 6 — 8:40,
9:40, 10:40 and 11:40.
Thursday, November 7—8:40, 9:40,
10:40 and 11:40.
Friday, November 8—8:40, 9:40,
10:40 and 11:40.
Appointments may also be made
for individual conferences.




lhey aint stream lined
or air conditioned-
but they sure are mild
and they suregot taste
. . . made of
mild ripe tobaccos . . .
we believe Chester-
fields will add a lot
to your pleasure.
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